Overall
The club predominately only uses 3 types of scoring methods, Stroke, Stableford (SF) and
Par
Golf Link (GL) uses the Stableford method to calculate handicap, hence why when playing
stroke we have to count our SF points. This is not necessary when scoring Par as the
system is able to convert it into SF points by adding 36 to your Par score. Simplified, plus
one is 37 points and minus one is 35. Square should be 36, there are course ratings and few
other very things to consider some days but that’s not important right now.
Stableford
Below is the best way to score SF. You can play Match play no problem with SF however
you should be finishing all holes if you are. If you pick up, which you can do, it just means
you have conceded that hole.

Par
This is probably the easiest card to fill in appearance wise. Technically you don’t even need
to fill in the score just the plus or minus. However, we like the actual score as well to allow
for checking and participating in the eclectic competition.
Player 1 line is the score, Player 2 line is the plus or minus and the same is replicated for the
scorer along Marker 3 and Marker 4 lines

Stroke
This is the one that causes all the issues as we are combining Stroke, SF and we count
putts for the Golden Putter prize at the end of the year.
Along the Player 1 and the Marker 3 lines go the scores. This is the stroke and SF scores
not the putts, so 4/3 is 4 shots, 3 SF points. The figure below in line 2 and 4 is the putts.

Some have been putting the putts in this position and recording the points as the single
figure underneath.
You will see at the bottom right hand corner is the totals. This is the neatest way to finalise
the cards. You can clearly see on this one 70 strokes / 48 points.
The putts can be placed anywhere nearby really.
Although not necessary, it helps if the scores are listed at the top right corner of the cards.
This makes it easier to quickly do count backs.
Match play scores can go in or under the Ladies index under the corresponding hole as per
the SF card example

Match play
This can be played with any scoring method, but as mentioned you have to play out the hole
unless you are conceding it. In the SF card you can see the Matchplay score under the red
Ladies index which makes it clear to see and in line with the hole numbers. Depending on
how good your pen is you can actually write over the ladies index if you like. In the above
case it was +1 on the front nine and all square on the back which was a +1 victory to LH.
Scoring Match play can be done by one person, we recommend two just for checking and it
can even be done by someone not in the Match play itself, just as long as it’s recorded.
It’s also good practice to circle the holes you get or give a shot away on. This just assists
you on the track and the handicapper when checking it. We have had people lose Match
plays by incorrectly giving holes away. So if you are on 12 playing someone on 20, the
difference is 8 therefore you have to give a shot away on the 8 hardest holes based upon
the index. So circle index holes 1 to 8 for easy reference.
Eclectic
This is the best score on each hole over the year. It‘s best practice to have a record of your
lowest scores (which is on the webpage) and circle any scores on the day that become your
best score for that hole ( refer to the Par card above). This draws the eye of the handicapper
to the score for checking. Generally he will pick it up however this is best practice and makes
his job a lot easier. We like you to circle parred holes for ease of counting. However this is
done on my playing partners card so I am in the Marker row. The handicapper is not looking
at this row as its not your card. So if you need to do some OCD thing like that, do it in the
Markers section not on your actual card.
Count backs
Count backs will be based on the back 9 as indicated on the card regardless of the order
played.
Unless playing at a 27 hole venue, such as Collier, in which case the back nine shall be the
last 9 played.
You can see by the Par card above Leigh and Craig both finish at + 7 however if we played
Pines–Island, Craig would win the count back and if we played Island–Pines, Leigh would
win it. And for the mathematicians out there if is a nine hole course, it’s still the last nine
scores.
If the 9 hole count back can’t separate the two cards then it goes to the last 6, last 3 and
then a hole by hole count back from the 18th all the way to hole one if need be.
Doing that is a nightmare at times hence neatness is the key.

